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Problem definition

Water is an essential raw material and our quality of life stands in direct relation to the biological quality.
The term “biological quality” expresses itself not only in the absence by pollutant, but rather above all in
the existence of vitality.
In the last years scientists like Jacques Benveniste or Dr. Masaru Emoto published many proofs for the
"memory of the water", nevertheless the question if water can store information is being discussed by the
science very debatable. From scientific point of view water is reduced simply on the formula H2O. No
meaning at all is measured out the different structures of the clusters that change its ties already through
external conditions, like pressure, temperature or stream.
Crystal pictures are convincing evidence that the water structure can change through the entry of any
energetic information both in a way that promotes or weakens organisms. There is evidence that the water
and its structures should be a proper central place in the medicine and the nature well-being procedures.
The palette of future uses of "living water" could be used by the basic "vitalizing" up to the special
information enrichment, for example for the promotion of the metabolism process, for biological
regeneration or for the decontamination of the organism.
The memory function of the water is also confirmed through the observation that allergic persons in spite
of the use of water filters or reverse osmosis are having problems with the drinking water. The filtration
and technical processing does not delete the information of the chemical residues of agricultural fertilizers
and herbicides and/or of medicine in the drinking water.
The same applies to technically produced mineral waters, whose biological quality also can be
considerably disturbed by the technical processing. The distribution in PET-bottles holds the danger of
dissolving diluents and acetaldehyde.
An estimation of the vitality of foods is not yet possible through technical measuring instruments because
the oscillation model of these information patterns works without matter. Only through biological
measurement procedures it is to be belayed if the order degree of an organism is raised or sunken by the
biological quality of the water. The drinking of unstructured water leads to a weakening of the organism
because for the formation of crystalline structures in the body water additional energy must be raised.
It was the conceptual formulation to judge 3 different original mineral water samples of Japanese
manufacturers in its biological quality and to assess the energetic variation after being vitalized in the
Aladdin carafe of the firm TC energy design Ltd. Just as should be assessed, which alteration of the
frequencies contained in the original water (= information) results from the vitalization in the Aladdin carafe
of the firm TC energy design Ltd.

1. Protocol of the biological measurement
Place of measurement:

Engineer- and Expert Office
Dipl.-Ing. Paul Sommer, Gartenstr. 26, D-98553 Schleusingen

Day of measurement:

June 1, 2006

Fair object:

3 different mineral waters of Japanese manufacturers in unopened
special packaging out of cork to the protection from information variation.

Measuring instrument for ascertainment of biological frequencies:
Rayometer PS 10 from Rayonex

Dipl.-Ing. Paul Sommer made the measurements.

1.1 Trial construction and fair process
The investigation resulted in a harmonized office room so that variations of the information pattern by
geo-biological interfering fields or
electronic smog by the surrounding field
were reduced.
During the extraction of the samples the
original bottles of the Japanese
manufacturers and also the Aladdin
carafe were protected through aluminium
foil in order to avoid variation of the
information pattern through body own
oscillation.
The fair process for the 3 mineral waters
happened in the same way:
•
Sample removal out of the original bottle into the measuring cup,
•
measurement of the biological quality [Bovis units] with Biotensor,
•
logging of the single-frequencies in the original water.
•
Pouring a sample quantity into the Aladdin carafe (max. 1 minute time for vitalizing),
•
Sample removal out of the Aladdin carafe into the measuring cup,
•
measurement of the biological quality [Bovis units] with Biotensor,
•
logging of the single-frequencies in the vitalized water.
•
cleaning of the measuring cup and the Aladdin carafe.

1.2 Working details during vitalizing water in the Aladdin carafe
From the viewpoint of the examiner through the following
elements water in the Aladdin carafe is being vitalized and
therefore given an increase of the biological quality:
•

•

The well-balanced form of the Aladdin carafe of the firm
TC energy design Ltd. with its harmonious lines
demonstrates the universal expansion of light,
information and consciousness. Similarly, like sound
figures are caused by tone oscillation, standing waves in
the Aladdin carafe are activating and boosting cosmic
ancestral informations who are present in each water as
a living germ and therefore being realized as source of
life.
The symbol powers of the „Flower of Life“, which is
burned in into the bottom of the Aladdin carafe, works
with its information structures supplementary like a
geometric code of the creation matrix and therefore
contributes to the increase of the biological quality.

Mineral water sample 1

Mineral water sample 2

Mineral water sample 3

Comment:

Comment:

Comment:
Strong smell of chlorine

Biological quality:
Bovis units original: 500BE [Angström]
Wavelength ≈ 50 nm

Biological quality:
Bovis units original: 1.500BE [Angström]
Wavelength ≈ 150 nm

Biological quality:
Bovis units original: 500BE [Angström]
Wavelength ≈ 50 nm

Bovis units after 1 minute Aladdin carafe:
18.500 BE [Angström]
Wavelength ≈ 1.850 nm

Bovis units after 1 minute Aladdin carafe:
18.500 BE [Angström]
Wavelength ≈ 1.850 nm

Bovis units after 1 minute Aladdin carafe:
18.500 BE [Angström]
Wavelength ≈ 1.850 nm

aufbauend – promoting, schwächend - weakening

Mineral water sample 1
Original frequencies

Variation of the biological frequencies through the Aladinkaraffe
Mineral water sample 2
Original frequencies

Mineral water sample 3
Original frequencies

Frequencies after Aladdin carafe

Frequencies after Aladdin carafe

Frequencies after Aladdin carafe

3. Analysis of the fair results

In this investigation solely the comparison of the change of the biological quality and the frequency
pattern of original mineral waters delivered from Japanese manufacturers takes place, before and after
being vitalized in the Aladdin carafe of the firm TC energy design Ltd.
A chemical analysis of the contained minerals and/or the investigation with respect to pollutant, bacteria,
Coliforme and germs is not contained to the extent of the expert opinion.
The frequency values were determined in the distance of 0.5 Hz with the Rayometer PS 10 in order to
show the variation of the spectrum before and after the vitalization globally. In between lying frequencies
(for example from minerals to the frequency basic value of the periods system) were not tested because
through the vitalization in the Aladdin carafe anyway results no chemical variation of the original water.
In the analysis of the biological quality, all 3 original mineral waters gave values between 500 – 1,500
Angström. They are clearly under the energetic turning point that is required for the increase of the order
of a living system. The drinking of the mineral water in the original bottles leads sooner to a reduction of
the order straight of the organism, which must be balanced again through conveyance of body own
energy.
After being vitalized in the Aladdin carafe all 3 water samples showed a constant energy value of 18,500
Angström. The biological quality of the water vitalized in the Aladdin carafe lies in this investigation
therewith constantly 200% over the energy turning point. The water out of all 3 samples after the
vitalization has a beneficial, constructing effect for the organism.
The representation of the frequency pattern contained in the water in the charts on page 6 (upper row)
shows already differences between the original water samples. The water sample 3, with a distinctive
chlorine smell, has the slightest information spectrum.
After the vitalization in the Aladdin carafe, in all 3 mineral water samples a clear increase at frequencies
and a postponement of the spectrum vis-à-vis the original can be observed. The trend of the
postponement of the frequency spectrum through the essence of the Aladdin carafe is approximately
same. After the vitalization water sample 1 shows an information field with strong structureblocks, in water
sample 2 a part of the "basic oscillation" of the Aladdin carafe seems extinguished by overlay with the
original frequencies of the water. The variation of the frequency pattern during vitalization is influenced
after our previous investigations also of the minerals contained in the water.
Based on frequency basic values well known of the humane medicine (Rayonex, bio-resonance after Paul
Schmidt) is to be diverted, on which organs, systems or cells the frequency patterns in the water can
perform an effect.
In a biological quality far under the energetic turning point of 6,500 Angström it is assumed that the
frequencies contained in the original water are weakening exactly these organs, systems or cells, which
use this oscillation as a working frequency.

It is noticeable, that in all 3 original waters the structure areas of 0-10 Hz and 90-100 Hz are more strongly
frequented. The weakening effect can affect the sensitive ranges and centers active in this frequency
range, like:
• basal core (0.0 Hz),
• Spinal column and volume disks (2.0, 2.5 Hz),
• Sympathicus and vagus, vegetative nerve system (2.5 Hz. 95.5 Hz),
• Hormone household man and woman (2.5, 3.0 Hz),
• Brain (4.5 Hz, 90.0 Hz, 95.0 Hz),
• Sleep control (5, 0 Hz),
• Limbic center (5.0 Hz),
• Small brain (90.0 Hz),
• Thamalus (91.0 Hz),
• Dream center (97,5)
After the vitalization of the water samples in the Aladdin carafe, the above-mentioned frequency ranges
are not be laid, also the biological frequency of electronic smog (99.5 Hz) in all 3 mineral waters is
deleted. Through the vitalization in the Aladdin carafe, the biological quality of each original water sample
raises itself to 200% over the energetic turning point. The vitalized water therefore can increase the order
degree of a living system. The frequency pattern changed after the vitalization can interact in a beneficial
way by resonance on organs and areas of the organism.
In analysis of the results of all 3 water samples this investigation the statement can be encountered that
by the harmony of form and symbolism water in the Aladdin carafe of the firm TC energy design Ltd
contains essential informations, that are especially beneficial for following organ systems:
Frequency ranges 10.0 – 15.0 Hz.
• General charge, (10.0 Hz),.
• Nerve center (10.0 Hz),.
• Spleen (11.5 Hz),.
• Healing center, life energy (12.5 Hz),.
• Solarplexus, control (15.0 Hz)
Frequency ranges 40.0- 50.0 Hz.
• Heart center, heart control (40.0 Hz – 47.0 Hz),.
• Skin renewal (41.5 Hz),.
• Stress regulation (43.5 Hz),.
• Musculature (45.0 Hz),.
• Metabolism (46.0 Hz).
• Heart circulation (47.5 Hz).
• Circulation stabilization (48.0 Hz),.
• Blood pressure regulation (48.50 Hz)
Frequency ranges 50.0 – 60.0 Hz.
• Kidneys, next to kidneys (53.0 – 54.0 Hz),.
• Liver (56.0 Hz),.
• Stomach, stomach acid, colon (58.0 – 60.0 Hz)

Frequency ranges 70.0 – 80.0 Hz.
• Throat chakra (70.0 Hz),.
• Visual center (70.0 Hz),.
• Lung (72.0 Hz),.
• Lymph system (75.0 Hz),.
• Draining of the body (79.0 Hz),.
• Thymus I (79.0 Hz),.
• Nerve rain ration, cell renewal of the organs (79.5 Hz)
Frequency ranges 80.0 – 90.0 Hz.
• Skin center (85,0Hz),
• Heart chakra (85,0),
• Blood circulation in body tissues (85.5 Hz),
• Urine system (88.0 Hz),
• Navel chakra (90.0 Hz)
This information pattern, which is to be discovered after the vitalization of only 1 minute in the Aladdin
carafe of the firm TC energy design Ltd. in all 3 mineral water samples, can support essential processes in
the metabolism of the organism through resonance and can influence harmonizing the nerve system. The
organism therewith is available a biologically high-value water, which needs no further processing. The
disaggregation process of the metabolism is supported in contrast to the original mineral waters yet with
valuable information that also in addition can encourage the natural healing powers of the body.

Schleusingen, 13.06.2006
Paul Sommer Dipl. - Ingenieur

